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What is inventory optimization? 
In a simple sense, inventory optimization is what you get when you strike the perfect balance between having 
enough inventory to satisfy your customer service standards while stocking as little inventory as possible. 
Customer service standards involve meeting demand—but not past the point that you have too much.

Why does inventory  
optimization matter?

demands due to key items stocking out, while other items gather dust.

to make improvements.

track industry trends, keeping their sights on their best areas to improve the bottom line. Because their inventory 

any new developments around best practices and technology for inventory optimization.

This e-book is designed to help you make informed decisions about optimizing your inventory. Happy reading!
“As your SKU 
numbers increase, 
your inventory 
challenges increase.”
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Stock-outs, stock overages— 
why do they happen?
No one wants to order too little or too much stock. Even the most talented purchasers with a strong, dedicated 
work ethic cannot help but miss the mark when other factors get in the way such as:

Misaligned priorities Time-consuming 
forecasting tools

Lack of visibility into  Unnecessary 
manual processes

What happens in the absence of 
inventory optimization?
Basically, mismatches of demand for your inventory and the quantities of that inventory you stock. 

One mismatch—not having enough stock—results in stock-outs. Orders come in, you don’t have the items the 

you lose the sales to a competitor who has the desired stock on hand. Stock-outs carry opportunity costs: the 
opportunity to sell at the best price and the opportunity to sell at all.

The other mismatch—having too much stock (overage)—results in a misallocation of working capital. In 

costs because the inventory you stock has to be warehoused, insured, secured against shrinkage, 

year. Stock overages carry opportunity costs as well: the working capital tied up in unsold inventory is 
unavailable for other purposes.
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Misaligned priorities  
 

don’t all agree on how to achieve it with respect to inventory.

Without one consolidated view and organizational buy-in to how each purchasing decision is made and tracked, 
it’s easy to see where the cross-purposes of each functional group can result in disappointment and blame.

The sales team knows that it’s easier to sell when there is enough available inventory to meet 
customer demand, which in turn keeps customers happy and buying again.

Purchasing managers focus on securing better terms through buying in larger volumes or 

Production employees look to achieve economies of scale by running large batch sizes, 
minimizing downtime. They prefer to stock ample quantities of inventory. 

Finance and the executives keep an ever-watchful eye on working capital and the bottom line. 
Wasting resources on unsold inventory drives them to look for a means to stock minimally.

Product developers
so they advise that soon-to-be-replaced SKUs should be stocked at a minimum.

Some see reasons to maximize inventory

Some see reasons to minimize inventory
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The apparent unpredictability of supply and demand presents an even bigger challenge. There are patterns, but 
most businesses struggle to uncover them.

Let’s start with supply. Some vendors always deliver high-quality goods on time; others deliver goods that get 
returned frequently and show up late. Some vendors work closely with your company to match replenishment of 
stock to demand; others don’t move at all until you initiate contact. Some of the SKUs you stock may have 
limited shelf life, while other items may last decades.

The point is, a supply chain is only as good as its weakest link. Things can go smoothly or . . . not so much. Of 

and lead times gets.

Demand is even harder to predict. Your competitors are always trying to outsmart you with innovations and lower 

big-ticket items, such as a yacht, only sell one at a time. Others, such as golf balls, can ship out by the truckload in 
turn after turn. And ask anyone in the clothing business: fashions change in the blink of an eye. Worst of all, 
macro-level economic conditions can place the business on a roller coaster ride.

Time-consuming forecasting tools  

importance to paying attention to how you forecast. 

The problem is, SKU-by-SKU forecasting has traditionally taken a lot of man-hours. Until recently, it’s been a 

produce one semi-accurate forecast, so it isn’t hard to see the huge challenge faced by inventory managers 
trying to predict demand for thousands, or for some, hundreds of thousands of SKUs scattered across your 
locations.

Neither is it hard to see the end result: Demand forecasting done manually doesn’t keep up with trends, is 
riddled with mistakes, or doesn’t happen at all. Stock-outs, overages, missed opportunities, and carrying 
costs—if you’re looking for a big reason why they happen too often, look no further than whether you are using a 
spreadsheet to do any part of your analysis.

inventory 
optimization 
solutions are 
changing the 
landscape 
dramatically, 
leveling the playing 

businesses.”
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Unnecessary manual processes  

It’s understood that from these current limited methods to analyze and optimize inventory, mistakes 

with suppliers, shipping back returns—all in a day’s work!

optimization is a high priority because it is such a big use of working capital. Inventory is key to 
meeting customer demand and revenue targets. The kind of business leader you want to be is 
informed, proactive, and open to ideas on best practices and technologies—and that’s precisely why 
you’ve immersed yourself in this e-book. 

for all businesses. But some misconceptions have remained, and they center around cost, 
implementation, integration, and learning curves. Many businesses still believe that inventory 

practices that help improve inventory optimization.

Planners or purchasers may argue that they can’t do proper analysis because the time to cover a lot of forecasting ground is limited. It takes so long 

Executive management may see inventory optimization as a worthy goal, but out of reach. Analyzing inventory performance is seen as overwhelming, 

can be done at all, it can only be done every once in a while, and that only provides an isolated snapshot of an ever-changing target.

Purchasers and planners
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Myth:
“But integrating an inventory 
optimization tool into my 
ERP system is a long and 

big effort involved. Besides, 
we stock new SKUs all  

Reality:

cost is very affordable, your 
ramp up can be fast, and 
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What are some best business 
practices to improve inventory 
optimization?
Up to now, we’ve covered factors that block inventory optimization. Here are the pathways to get to better 
inventory management:

Alignment and accountability  

policy to best practices, they must start by aligning these opposing forces around one set of priorities. 

downtime, and avoid disruptions of runs in progress because of sudden emergency orders. Sales likes having a 

vendors like selling you a stream of bulk orders. 

Then, at several times of the year, your inventory levels may overwhelm your capacity to store them. Warehouse 

Working capital is tied up for months in unproductive, unsold assets. This intensity at these peak times can cause 
each functional group to be at loggerheads with each other. Meantime, vendors may often be unaware of how their 
delayed deliveries cause downstream hardship, and that’s not good.

Alignment and 
accountability

Optimizing your inventory 
with Sage Inventory Advisor

Data-based policies and 
integrity through ERP

Informed executives 
bust the myths
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incentives can be an eye opener. Creating this organizational clarity allows all groups to work together to create 
the company’s service standards and goals that are understood by everyone. It seeks to put in place a 
combination of better in-house awareness and cooperation, as well as better supplier performance and 
relationship management programs so that vendors integrate your goals into their processes. Members of the 

can be scary—but change will become necessary whenever inventory optimization takes its rightful place as a 

Data-based policies and integrity through ERP 

So, as an informed business, you initiate a policy of setting safety stock for the right reasons, and you realign 
roles to make everyone across the company accountable for playing their part in making it happen. But you 
can’t do anything unless you have accurate inventory data.

ERP data is your foundation. 
minute by minute, and it houses the information you need to guide your policies. Here’s what your current inventory 
management system can do: track SKUs when they are received, binned, picked, and shipped. Augmented by 

end threshold. That’s good for tracking transactions but far from determining the best optimization levels.

What your ERP doesn’t do.

achieve the balance that stands at the heart of inventory optimization. You obviously want to know how much 

questions has to be manipulated into meaningful inventory intelligence on cumbersome, time-consuming, 

Your ERP may not catch data issues.

lower than your cost, or you let your on-hand quantities go into negative numbers or leave old purchase orders 

inventory numbers.
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Optimizing your inventory with Sage Inventory Advisor  

optimization. Sage Inventory Advisor:

Integrates seamlessly with your Sage ERP solution: That’s the basis for utilizing all the inventory 

Analyzes sales, purchasing, and supply chain performance data: Sage Inventory Advisor uses 
powerful, proprietary algorithms to synthesize disparate numbers into meaningful and valuable 
information.

Can classify thousands to even millions of SKUs across one or multiple locations:

Now every stakeholder is immediately aware of priorities.

Forecasts fast and accurately:
moments—that’s the foundation of optimized inventory!

Recommends optimal replenishment based on your inventory policy: Every single order 
recommendation drives your inventory towards the ideal level based on the inventory policy that you 

for focus and action—plus provide early warning signals for potential stock outs and surplus orders.

Tracks and displays key inventory performance metrics: Dashboards track inventory value and 

Monitors supplier delivery performance: Every delivery from your suppliers is analysed and any 
late deliveries or short quantities are immediately factored in to safety stock, and give you the ability to 
have an intelligent conversation with your suppliers regarding their performance.

Available anytime, anywhere: Sage Inventory Advisor is a cloud-based, inventory optimization 

information immediately, around the clock. 

The Sage Inventory Advisor dashboard shows you 
the health of your inventory, and directs you to those 
items needing quick inventory decisions.
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reduces stock overages so that less working capital is tied up in inventory, which also reduces carrying 
costs. And it underpins the drive to align and coordinate your team members, supply chains, and 
vendors according to facts on the ground as they unfold. With Sage Inventory advisor, decisions about 
inventory can be made faster and smarter.

Informed executives bust the myths  

learn something new. Besides, we stock new SKUs all the time, and it won’t help with those.”

Sage Inventory Advisor deploys and integrates with the Sage 

based subscription service, you pay for it with a modest, 
one-time activation fee and then bite-sized monthly payments 
that vary according to the netbook value of your inventory. 
Sage Inventory Advisor features intuitive graphic interfaces that 
are easy for even beginners to understand. It provides your 
team with benchmarks so you can compare your performance 
and monitor progress toward your goals. 

starts quickly. And, as we pointed out in the introduction to this 
e-book, because inventory represents such a huge investment 
for many companies, the reduced outlays of working capital for 
stock overages and carrying costs can be sizeable. Consider this: Across a spectrum of industries, 

for underperforming companies. But best-in-class inventory managers report carrying costs as low 

businesses have that kind of standard in mind—and more and more of them rely on Sage Inventory 
Advisor to get them there.

The Sage Inventory Advisor stock inquiry gives 

determines the appropriate level of safety stock you 

Sage Inventory Advisor

Less than a day integration

Cloud 

Subscription

Easy to understand

ROI starts quickly
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“In other words, 
replenishment happens 
when it’s needed and 
not until, based on the 
evidence of actual 
demand and supply 
chain performance, 
rather than guesswork.”

Of course, absolutely perfect inventory optimization isn’t possible. In the unpredictable universe called the marketplace, stock-outs and stock overages will happen. On 
the other hand, inventory managers at best-in-class companies have proven that they can be substantially reduced. 

Best-in-class companies look like the following:

• Customer loyalty is stronger because customers get what they need when they need it. 

• Sales are actively involved in reviewing the forecast, resulting in improved alignment between 

• 
investment.

• 

• Identify inventory issues early and can drilI-through to detail needed for action.

• Allocate investment and focus based on what is important.

• Have improved scheduling and reduced bottlenecks. 

• Set safety stock for the right reasons, to protect against poor supply and unpredictable 
demand.

Best-in-class companies stretch their inventory targets in terms of improved turns and better availability. The energy shifts from trying to manage every item to 

results in an improved balance sheet and opportunites for growth.

inventory optimization.
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This material is provided for informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing legal advice. Accordingly, the use of this material is not a substitute for the advise of a lawyer. When in doubt, please consult your lawyer for guidance. You should contact your lawyer to obtain 
advice with respect to any particular issue or problem. 


